CIRCLE is a nonprofit organization that assists Central Illinois by fulfilling a regionally identified need – to increase collaborative opportunities and partnerships. Evolving out of a regional Community Foundation, College of Nursing, and Economic Development Organization, CIRCLE is currently supported by private, state, and federal funding. Additional funding is received by contributions from regional supporting entities that use CIRCLE’s support.

CIRCLE has already achieved these results for Central IL:
- Federal funding for regional nurses to pursue a PhD and serve as educators, addressing the nurse faculty shortages.
- A partnership between regional health educators and employers who are exploring the benefits of consistent, compatible processes and systems for scheduling student clinical experiences.
- A discussion between International energy company, statewide educational consortium, and regional “green certified” business to determine optimal support for Illinois businesses looking to increase energy efficiency.
- A Regional Summit attended by over 120 participants from public, private, and nonprofit sectors representing a broad base of Central Illinois communities to identify regional collaborative priorities.
- Invitations to speak on regional collaboration at conferences and events in Central Illinois.

More About CIRCLE

Catalyst + Convener + Champion = CIRCLE

CIRCLE Staff:
Kelli Tillery Hill, Executive Director
Kelli@circleillinois.com Cell: (309) 319-0815
www.circleillinois.com
Why might I contact CIRCLE?

Catalyst Role
- To learn of others who share your interest.
- To gain introductions, via a neutral party, to potential partners who may help advance your efforts.

Convener Role
- To request assistance conducting a collaborative meeting.
- To obtain assistance with development of a collaborative project.
- To acquire collaboration tools such as readiness assessments, sample questions, or evaluations.

Champion Role
- To increase attention to your project from regional, state, or national entities.
- To help define your project as an effort with regional, statewide, and/or national collaboration.

What can CIRCLE do?

As a Catalyst, CIRCLE can start the collaborative process by:
- Identifying others that share your interests.
- Finding potential for shared resources.
- Inviting entities to a neutral table.

As a Convener, CIRCLE can engage partners by:
- Helping to determine collaborative roles, processes, and communications.
- Fostering discovery of mutual benefits.

As a Champion, CIRCLE can support the effort by:
- Linking the collaborative project to other audiences.
- Promoting Central Illinois’ image as regionally collaborative.

Our Vision
Individuals, organizations, and communities in Central Illinois intuitively, purposefully, and effectively collaborate around shared priorities to achieve social, economic, and environmental health and prosperity across the region.

Our Mission
As a catalyst, convener, and champion, CIRCLE will elevate the practice of collaboration in Central Illinois by:
- Identifying collaborative opportunities.
- Providing collaborative resources and tools.
- Promoting regional partnerships.
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